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Average number of minutes per week during the 2017 academic year spent
on Communicative Competence during English classes by the PLN.

CONCRETE EXAMPLE

BACKGROUND
Despite the fact that Teaching English as a Foreign Language (TEFL) in Chile is mandatory from ﬁfth grade onwards,
nowadays most children’s ﬁrst encounters with English in school occur when they are very young. According to the
Inter-American Dialogue, three factors appear to be critical when analyzing English teachers in Latin America: “poor
pre-service training, insufﬁcient professional development, and weak implementation of policy frameworks” (Fiszbein
& Cronquist, 2017). In this national and regional context, Fundación Educacional Oportunidad launched a Professional
Learning Network (PLN) through its English program, We Learn, that recruited Chilean and American English teachers,
other school professionals, school leaders and parents to apply a model for quality improvement to increase
students’ English learning gains in 1st and 2nd grade.
During the 2017 school year, PLN participants from 13 rural schools in northern Chile’s Elqui valley learned to create
PDSA cycles (Plan, Do, Study, Act) and to incorporate novel strategies that promote students’ English learning. This
world-class stargazing and vineyards region is visited by many foreign and Chilean tourists alike to enjoy warm days
and clear skies, and also to learn more about Nobel laureate Gabriela Mistral’s early life. Therefore, for children
growing up in the Elqui valley, learning English represents an opportunity not only to develop intercultural awareness
but also to achieve a strong foundation to reach future academic and professional goals.
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EXIT TICKET STEPS

Main goal
Of 239 students attending 1st
and 2nd grade from 13
schools located in Chile’s
Elqui Valley, 90% will achieve
an intermediate level on a
communicative competence
(CC) test, 10% will achieve an
advanced level, and 0% of
students will end in the initial
level by the end of the 2017
school year.

2. English classroom’s
time and opportunities
focus on developing
students’ communicative
competence

Changes

Process Measures

2017 Goals

2017 Process Results

Weekly English team meeting
Three PLN’s Learning Sessions
Three methodology workshops
Teaching English to young learners’
We Learn seminar

% of English teachers’
attendance to professional
development (PD) instances

90% attendance

89% attendance

Yoga daily routine
Brain breaks
Use of puppets
Pictionary
Exit ticket

3. School leadership for
English learner success

School welcome routine in English
School English labeling project
English Committee (English and Special
Education teachers, school principal
and/or academic coordinator)
Parents’ meeting with English teacher

4. School, family and
community partnerships
that encourage English
learning

Parent participation in PLN’s learning
sessions
Take-home English book bag
Inter-school English singing event
Inter-school English talent show
Participation in regional English
tournament
English radio program

Average level of satisfaction
among English teachers’
with PD instances

4 out of 5 points average

PA3

2. The English teacher asks a question to each student using the content reviewed during the lesson.
For instance:
Teacher: “What is this (pointing to her nose)?” Student: “Nose.” Teacher: “Good job! You can go for breakfast!”
3. Using a piece of paper, the teacher assigns 1 point if the student had to go back to the line and answer a question after
three tries, 2 points for two tries or 3 points if he/she gave the right answer at the ﬁrst try.

90% of English classes

Average time (minutes)
focused on developing
students’ communicative
competence in English
classrooms

35 out of 45 minutes

% school leaders executing
strategies to promote
English learning in the
classroom and school

N° of English events per
commune (Paihuano and
Vicuña) organized during
the 2017 school year

70% school leaders
developing at least 1 strategy
during the 1st semester

4,69 points average
90% of English classes
37 out of 45 minutes

92%

70% school leaders
developing 2 strategies
during the 2nd semester

15%

At least 3 events per
commune

4

As deﬁned by Díaz Maggioli (2012), effective professional development “gives and receives structured peer support, promotes dialog rooted in evidence from trying new things, focus on
enquiry-oriented learning sustained over time, and it is done with teachers, and not to teachers”.
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Average number of minutes per week during the 2017 academic year spent on
Comprehension and Production abilities during English classes by the PLN.
Total C
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Time for production abilities is almost always greater than
comprehension abilities, and it increases at the end of each
unit with oral presentations and show-and-tell activities.
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2017 PLN’S LESSONS LEARNED
Advanced

20%

20%
10%

41%

38%

30%

% of English classes given
during the 2017 school year
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1. English teachers’
professional development

2017’s CC average: 37 min

Median

Students’ Initial, Intermediate, and Advanced 2017 Results on the Communicative Competence Test

Primary Drivers

Goal: 35 out of 45
minutes for CC during English
classes

1. At the end of the class, the English teacher says: “Exit ticket time” and students line up to go get breakfast.
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After a CC Workshop, more attention to other factors that are
part of any class were reported by English teachers in their
weekly log (for instance: school ofﬁce requests, early
dissmisals and student missbehavior).
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1. English classroom problem:
decreased time-on-task
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Cielo Claro
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Goal
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Collaborative Learning

Meeting with Experts

3. Improvement of
time-on-task

2. Exit ticket PDSA cycles begin targeting
time-on-task at the end of the class
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THEORY OF IMPROVEMENT

DRIVER DIAGRAM, COMMUNICATIVE COMPETENCE, 2017:
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The Key Driver Diagram summarizes PLN’s theory of quality improvement for increasing children’s Communicative
Competence in English. The primary drivers represent “the WHAT”: key elements that need to be in place in order to
achieve the goal. The interventions are speciﬁc strategies (“the HOW”) to get those drivers in place and working well.

Average number of minutes per week spent on Communicative Competence
during English classes in Cielo Claro School’s ﬁrst grade

2%
July 2017

November 2017

The Communicative Competence test is based on the Cambridge English test: Young Learner Starters. The English teachers
through a conversation with each student measured listening and speaking skills in three moments: baseline in March,
mid-year in June, and end-year in December.
The initial test showed an expected tendency among the three CC levels: most students achieved an initial level, some achieved
an intermediate level and few of them achieved an advanced level.
By the end of the ﬁrst 2017 semester, students achieving an intermediate and advanced level were more than what the PLN had
expected. The challenge for the remaining of the year was to sustain these gains and support students achieving an initial level.
At the end of the school year, 19 out 22 ﬁrst and second classrooms achieved the PLN’s aim. The main outcome was nearly
achieved. In fact, a greater percent of children achieved advanced results than anticipated (57% v. 10% aim). Unfortunately 2%
of children (N= 4) still had beginner levels of communicative competence at the end of the year. These students had learning
disabilities, high absenteeism, or problems within their families. In future work, the PLN will devise additional strategies for
English competence development among children with these challenges.

• What are some TEFL early primary classroom and school challenges faced by the PLN:
– Listening comprehension vs. oral production in English: In many classrooms, students follow directions but are
reluctant speakers. In other cases, students interact among them and with the teacher about the lesson’s theme, but in
Spanish.
– Allotting time for meetings that focus on English language development: In many schools, English teachers can meet
with colleagues, school leaders and parents in few instances.
• How to use PDSA cycles to improve young English learners academic development:
– English teachers explored changes to increase students’ English use and simple ways to self-assess their learning.
– School leaders gained awareness of the big (cultural event) and small changes (Welcome routine) that can lead to
increase students’ motivation to use English beyond the English class.
–Using PDSA cycles to integrate new instructional strategies was challenging for primary classrooms and school teams.
They overcame barriers of time management, team coordination and data management.
• What changes worked and under what conditions:
– Some changes worked across schools (Inter-school English talent show), but others remained difﬁcult to implement
across communes (weekly English team meeting).

2018 PLN’S GOALS
• Sustain changes within classrooms and schools.
• Increase data use (collection and analysis) among school teams to drive improvement.
• Address speciﬁc classroom/school challenges such as ways to increase school and family communication.
• Increase follow up measurements of PDSA cycles’ level of execution.
• Adaptively integrate changes into different contexts to achieve measurements with higher levels of comparison.

